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ĐỀ CƯƠNG ÔN TẬP KIỂM TRA HỌC KÌ I MÔN TIẾNG ANH LỚP 11 

NĂM HỌC 2019-2020 
 

UNIT 1 
SECTION A.  WRITING  
Complete the second sentence with the given words without changing its original meaning. 
1. The boss made her finish the report before going home. 

    She was ……………………………………………………… 
2. It is your duty to do this exercise. 

    You are …………………………………………………….. 
Write complete sentences with the following clues. 
3. For/ friendship/ close/ lasting/ both/ friends/ must/ have/ very/ special qualities. 

    …………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
4. I/ have/ this bike/ repair/ my father. 

    ……………………………………………………………………………………. 
SECTION B. MULTIPLE CHOICE  
Question 1. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from 
that of the other words. 
A. relation              B.  attraction  C. question   D. condition 
Question 2. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from 
that of the other words. 
A. honest   B. humorous  C. helpful   D. hospitable 
Question 3. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word that has the stress differently from that of the other 
words. 
A. loyalty   B. changeable  C. quality               D. unselfish 
Question 4. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word that has the stress differently from that of the other 
words. 
A. influence   B. suspicious   C. constancy   D. generous 
Question 5. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction. 
They are accustomed (A) to share (B) every sorrow and mirth (C) with each other (D). 

Question 6. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction. 
I feel (A) both excited (B) and nervously (C) because I have got a date with (D) Lara tomorrow.  

Question 7. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
The candidates are not allowed ……… their mobile phones for their examinations. 
A. take B. to take C. taking D. takes 
Question 8. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
We asked for directions but people were rather ……………… 
A. unhelpful B. helpless C. helpful D. helping 
Question 9. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
Your diet was a success! You look wonderfully ……………….! 
A. skinny   B. slim    C. thin    D. small 
Question 10. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
Good friendship should be based on ………… respect, trust and understanding. 
A. loyal B. attractive C. suspicious  D. mutual  
Question 11. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
The policeman made him ……. his briefcase . 
A. open B. opening  C. to open D. to opening  
Question 12. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
This is a ……………. girl who he loves. 
A. Japanese young lovely    C. lovely young Japanese 
B. young Japanese lovely    D. young lovely Japanese 
Question 13. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
There ………….. many changes in recent years. 
A. have been B. are  C. has been  D. is 
Question 14. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
The man expected ………………… a job in that company. 
A. to offer  B. offering C. to be offered D. being offering  
Question 15. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete the following exchange. 

- “I hear you have passed your exams. Congratulations!”   ~   “ ………………”. 
A. Thank you! B. Congratulations! C. Not at all  D. It’s my pleasure. 
Question 16. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete the following exchange. 
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 “Peter: “Do you feel like going to the cinema this evening?” Mary: “……………………………” 
A. I feel very bored B. You’re welcome 
C. I don’t agree. I’m afraid D. That would be great 
Question 17. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word. 
Mary and John have a lot of things in common.  

A. live together     B. spend lots of time together  
C. share the same interests   D. share accommodation  

Question 18. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word. 
He takes no pleasure in his work. 
A. sympathy B. enjoyment C. responsibility D. suspicion 
Question 19. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word. 
It was selfish of him to leave all the work to you.  
A. selfless B. selfishness C. free D. fair 
Question 20. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word. 
It was generous of him to offer to pay for us both. 
A. mean B. free C. sympathetic D. enthusiastic 
Question 21. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to the following 
sentence. 
I wish I hadn’t sold my bike. 

A. I regret not to sell my bike. 
B. I regret selling my bike. 
C. I regret to have sold my bike. 
D. I regret not selling my bike. 

Question 22.  Mark the letter A, B, C or D that correctly combines the following sentences.  
Trevor didn’t ring Laura. He forgot. 

A. Trevor forgot to ring Laura. 
B. Trevor forgot ringing Laura. 
C. Trevor forgets to ring Laura. 
D. Trevor forgets ringing Laura. 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct word or phrase for each of the 
blanks from question 23 to question 27.  

 In a healthy relationship, both partners respect, trust and embrace (23) ____ differences. Both partners are 
able to communicate (24) ____ their needs and listen to their partner, and work to resolve conflict in a rational and 
(25) ____ way. But maintaining a healthy relationship (26) ____ for skills many young people are never taught. A 
lack of these skills, and growing up in a society that sometimes celebrates violence or in a community that 
experiences a high (27) ____ of violence, can lead to unhealthy and even violent relationships among youth.  
Question 23. A. another's   B. each another's  C. each other's  D. one another's  
Question 24. A. effective   B. effectively   C. effectiveness  D. ineffective  
Question 25. A. non-violent   B. violently    C. violent   D. violence  
Question 26. A. asks   B. calls   C. looks  D. requires  
Question 27. A. amount   B. number   C. rate   D. scale  
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions 
from 28 to 32. 

To many people, their friends are the most important thing in their life. Really good friends share the good 
times and the bad times, help you when you’ve got problems, never judge you and never turn their backs on you. 
Your best friend may be someone you’ve known all your life, someone you’ve grown up with and been through lots 
of ups and downs with. 
 There are all sorts of things that can bring about this special relationship. It may be the result of enjoying the 
same activities, having the same outlook on life, or sharing similar experiences. Most of us have met someone that 
we’ve immediately felt relaxed with, as if we’ve known them for years. But usually it really does take years to get to 
know someone well enough to consider him your “best friend”. 
 To the majority of us this is someone we trust completely and who understands us better than anyone else. 
It’s the person you can turn to for impartial advice and shoulder to cry on when life let you down. You know that no 
matter what the problem or what time of the day or night it is, your best friend will drop everything and put you first. 
No relationship is more important than the one with your best friend. 
28. People think that good friends are people that ………………… 
A.  share happy things with you. 
B. are very important in your life. 
C. help you when you are in need. 
d. you have known very well. 
29. One of the things that can bring lasting friendship is …………………… 
A. spending the same activities. 

https://www.helpteaching.com/questions/120531/anastasia-tripped-over-the-cord-and-fell-hard-anastasia-was-
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B. having the same point of view. 
C. having the same experience. 
D. having known for years. 
30. After you …………….., you can consider them your best friends. 
A. understand someone well enough. 
B. work with someone for years. 
C. trust someone completely. 
D. spend years getting to known them very well. 
31. The phrase lets you down in line 14 means ………………. 
A. disappoints you B. makes you go down 
C. makes you fall D. annoys you 
32. The phrase the one in line 16 of paragraph 3 refers to ………………. 
A. friend B. friendship 
C. relationship D. relation 
 
 

----the-end---- 
 

UNIT 2 
SECTION A. WRITING (2ms) 
Complete the second sentence with the given words without changing its original meaning. 

1. Alan played football. He hurt his leg. 

 While ...................................................................................................................................  

2. Helen expects other people to admire her all the time.  (ADMIRED) 
 Helen expects ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Write complete sentences with the following clues. 
3. Her father / allow / her / use / car / go to work / every day.  

    ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4. Have/ spend/ childhood/ Oslo, my brother/know/city/well  

    ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
SECTION B. MULTIPLE CHOICE (8ms) 
Question 1. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from 
that of the other words. 
A. money    B. notice   C. glance   D. ankle 
Question 2. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from 
that of the other words. 
A. change    B. English   C. single   D. anger 
Question 3. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word that has the stress differently from that of the other 
words. 
A. excited    B. interested    C. confident    D. memorable 
Question 4. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word that has the stress differently from that of the other 
words. 
A. appreciate    B. experience    C. embarrassing   D. situation 
Question 5. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction. 

I think you will enjoy the experience by taking part in the show.  
           A                 B                                      C                     D 
Question 6. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction. 

It is  extremely important for an engineer to know to use a computer. 
       A           B                        C                           D  
Question 7. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
The play last night was a truly _________ performance. 
A. memory   B. memorize  C. memorable   D. memorial 
Question 8. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
There were tears and ______ as they said goodbye. 
A. embrace   B. embraces  C. embraced   D. embracing 
Question 9. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
A few people enjoyed the exhibition, but the majority were ________. 
A. restrained    B. admirable   C. impartial    D. disappointed 
Question 10. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
He ________ to the spot where the house used to stand.  
A. pointed    B. showed   C. directed    D. glanced 
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Question 11. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
He was busy________ his homework.  
A. to do    B. doing   C. for doing     D. that he was doing 
Question 12. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
I'm sorry you've missed the train, it ________ five minutes ago. 
A. had left    B. left    C. has left     D. has been left 
Question 13. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
Before he turned 14, Mozart ________ a few lesser piece for the piano. 
A. has composed     B. had composed  C. was composed   D. would composed  
Question 14. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
I overheard them ________that they would leave in the early morning. 
A. to say   B. say   C. were saying   D. said 
Question 15. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete the following exchange. 
- Jenifer: - Mike: "I'm taking my end of term examination tomorrow." - Windy: " ________" 
A. Good time.             B. Good day         C. Good chance           D. Good luck 
Question 16. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete the following exchange. 
 A : - "Let's go out for dinner."     -  "________" 
A. Thank you            B. Good idea         C. I agree          D. My pleasure 
Question 17. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word. 
I don't like that man. There is a sneaky look on his face. 
A. furious    B. humorous   C. dishonest    D. guilty 
Question 18. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word. 
I had a glance at the article, but I haven't read it yet. 
A. close look        B. quick look   C. direct look    D. furtive look 
Question 19. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word. 
He made a terrible noise with it, but his mother did not mind.   
A. nice   B. pleasant  C. dreadful     D. horrifying  
Question 20. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word. 
My most embarrassing experience happened a few years ago, when I was a grade 9 student.  
A. unimportant B.confident C.uninteresting D.serious 
Question 21. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to the following 
sentence. 

It's a long time since I saw a movie. 
A. I spent a long time looking for a movie to see. B. I have seen some movies so far. 
C. I haven't seen movie for a long time.  D. I saw a movie that took very long time. 

Question 22.  Mark the letter A, B, C or D that correctly combines the following sentences.  
After four years abroad, he returned home as an excellent engineer. 
 A. After he studied for four years abroad, he returned home like an excellent engineer. 

B. After he had studied for four years abroad, he returned home like an excellent engineer. 
C. After he studied for four years abroad, he had returned home as an excellent engineer. 
D. After he has studied for four years abroad, he returned home like an excellent engineer. 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct word or phrase for each of the 
blanks from question 23 to question 27.  

  During the (23) ________ years, many young people can at times be difficult to talk to. They often seem to 
dislike being questioned. They may seem unwilling to talk about their work at school. This is a normal (24) _______ 
of this age. Though it can be very hard for parents to understand, it is part of becoming (25) ________ of teenagers 
trying to be adult while they are still growing up. Young people are usually unwilling to talk if they believe, that 
questions are trying to check up on them 

Parents should do their best to talk to their son and daughter about school, work and future plans but should not 
push them to talk if they don't want to. Parents should also watch for danger signs. Some young people in trying to 
be adult may (26) ________ with sex, drugs, alcohol or smoking. Parents need to watch for any signs of unusual 
behavior which may be connected with these and help if (27) ________. 
Question 23. A. early    B. teenage   C. childhood   D. recent 
Question 24. A. development.   B. appearance   C. circumstance  D. achievement 
Question 25. A. free     B. confident   C. dependent   D. independent 
Question 26. A. experiment    B. approach    C. experience   D. attach 
Question 27. A. proper    B. appropriate   C. important   D. necessary 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions 
from 28 to 32. 

When we were in England last year, I went fishing with my friend, Peter. Early in the morning we were 

sitting quietly by the side of the lake when we had an unpleasant surprise. We saw a duck come along with three 

ducklings padding cheerfully behind her. As we watched them, there was a sudden swirl in the water. We caught 
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a glimpse of the vicious jaws of a pike – a fish which is rather like a freshwater shark – and one of the ducklings 

was dragged below the surface. 

This incident made Peter furious. He vowed to catch the pike. On three successive mornings we 

returned to the vicinity and used several different kinds of bait. On the third day Peter was lucky. Using an 

artificial frog as bait, he managed to hook the monster. There was a desperate fight but Peter was determined to 

capture the pike and succeeded. When he had got it ashore and killed it, he wieghed the fish and found that it 

scaled nearly thirty pounds 

– a record for that district. 

Question 28.Why do you think Peter was sitting quietly by the lake? 

A. He was watching the ducks. C. He was waiting for the pike to appear. 

B. He wasn’t very talkative. D. He was fishing 

Question 29. To what does surprise in line 3 probably refer? 

A. to the duck. B. to the ducklings. C. to the action of the pike. D. to the time of the day. 

Question 30. What were Peter’s feelings about the incident two days later? 

A. He caught and killed the pike. C. He vowed that he would catch the remaining ducklings 

B. He remained determined to catch the pike.  D. He caught a frog and used it as bait for the pike. 

Question 31. How much was the pike worth? 

A. about thirty pounds. B. about two hundred and forty dollars. 

C. the passage contains no information on this point. D. the passage says that the fish scaled nearly thirty 
pound. 

Question 32. Which of the following titles best sums up the whole passage? 

A. Mysterious disappearance of ducklings. C. Record pike caught by an angry fisherman. 

B. Revenge on a duck. D. Huge pike caught by fisherman after desperate struggle at sea. 

 
 

----the-end---- 
 
 

UNIT 3  
WRITING (2ms) 
1. I/ regret/ inform/ you/ your application/ refused// 

…………………………………………………………………………..  
2. We'd prefer/ play tennis/ rather/ watch/ it/ TV// 

……………………………………………………………………………. 
3. Mastering a second language takes time and patience. 

It ……………………………………………………………. 
4. It won't be difficult to get a ticket for the game. 

You won't have any ……………………………………………………...  
 
MULTIPLE CHOICE.(8ms) 
Choose the word with the different pronunciation of the underlined part. 
1.  A. adult   B. candle  C. talk   D. flower   
2. A. honest   B. honour   C. ghost   D. honey 
Choose the word with the different stress pattern. 
3.   A. celebrating   B. anniversary  C. marriage   D. gathering  
4.  A understanding  B. anniversary  C. experience   D. celebration 

Choose the underlined word or phrase A, B, C or D that needs correcting. 
5.  The (A) organization  aim is (B) to educate (C) the public about the (D) dangers of smoking. (organization's) 
6. (A) Conversation organizations help (B) for preserving the ecology of area (C) by keeping track of (D) 
endangered species.                                             (to preserve/preserve) 
Choose the best answer to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the 
following sentences. 
7. These anniversaries mark the milestones of a happy and lasting relationship between married couples. 

 A. signs    B. achievements C. landmarks  D. progresses 
8. They're having a party in celebration of his 84

th
  birthday. 

A. ceremony   B. honor   C. memory  D. commemoration 

Choose the best answer to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the 
following sentences. 
9. He tried his best to make his birthday party more enjoyable. 
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  A. enjoyed   B. enjoying   C. enjoyment   D. boring 
10. Jane is going to go abroad next month and she's having a farewell party on Sunday. 

A. house-warming  B. greeting  C. wedding   D. anniversary 
 Choose the sentence A, B, C or D, which is closest in meaning to the sentence above. 

11. It's no use trying to make friends with him.  
A. You should try to make friends with him. 
B. I find it difficult to make friends with him. 
C. There's no point in trying to make a friendship with him. 
D. Making a friendship with him is worthless. 

12. She/ not stand/ keep/ wait/ such/ long// 
A. She doesn't stand keeping to wait for such a long time. 
B. She can't stand being kept to wait such long time. 
C. She can't stand being kept waiting for such a long time. 
D. She can't stand keeping waiting for such long time. 

READING.  Read the passage, then choose the correct answer.  
Going to party can be fun and enjoyable. If you are invited to a party, do call your host up early to inform him! 

her of whether you are going. If you want to bring someone who has not been invited along with you, you should 
ask for permission first. Remember to dress appropriately for the 
party. You will stick out like a sore thumb if you are dressed formally whereas everyone else is in T-shirt and jeans. 
If you are not sure what to wear, do ask your host.  

During the party you may perhaps like to help your host by offering to serve drinks or wash the dishes. Your 
host would certainly appreciate these efforts. If you happen to be in a party you do not know anyone, do not try to 
monopolize the host's attention. This is inconsiderate since your 
host has many people to attend to and can not spend all his/ her time with you. Instead, learn to mingle with others 
at the party. You could try breaking the ice by introducing yourself to someone who is friendly-looking. 

Before you leave the party, remember to thank your host first. If you have the time, you could even offer to help 
your host clean up the place.  
13. If you are invited to a party, you should ________. 

A. take someone with you    B. ask for your parents' permission first 
C. bring a small gift     D. call to confirm your arrival  

14. According to the passage, if you are dressed differently from everybody at the party, _________. 
A. you will make people notice you 
B. people may be attached to you 
C. you will feel uncomfortable 
D. you shouldn't pay attention to your clothes 

15. What should you do if you are in a party? 
A. Talk to your host as much as possible. 
B. Move around and. talk to other guests. 
C. Try to break the ice up. 
D. Just make friends with friendly-looking people. 

16. The phrase 'break the ice' means ________. 
A. make friends       B. attract people's attention 
C. make people feel more relaxed    D. establish a relationship 

17. Which of the following is not true according to the passage? 
A. You shouldn't bring someone who hasn't been invited along with you to a party. 
B. You should help your host with the wash-up or clean-up. 
C. You shouldn't be very clearly different from everyone at the party. 
D. You shouldn't leave without showing your gratitude to your host. 
Choose the word which best fits each gap of the passage.  
If you are invited to someone's house for dinner in the United States, you should (18) _______ a gift, such as a 

bunch of flowers or a box of chocolates. If you give your host a (19) _______ gift, he/she may open it in front of you. 
Opening a present in front of the gift-giver is considered (20) _______. It shows that the host is excited about 
receiving the gift and wants to show his/her (21) ______ to you immediately. (22) _____ the host doesn't like it, 
he/she will tell a “white lie" and say how much they like the gift to prevent the guest from feeling bad. If your host 
asks you to arrive at a particular time, you should not arrive exactly  on time or earlier than the expected time, 
because this is considered to be potentially inconvenient and rude, as the host may not be ready. 
18. A. take    B. give   C. bring   D. make 
19. A. unwanted   B. valuable   C. unpacked   D. wrapped 
20. A. rude    B. polite   C. unpolite   D. funny 
21. A. appreciation   B. admiration   C. respect   D. enjoyment 
22. A. Since    B. Only if   C. Even if   D. Whether 

Choose the best answer to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the following exchanges. 
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23. Tony: ''I've just passed my exam.   -  ''Jim:''.....................'' 
 A. You're welcome.                B. Well done !         C.  Good luck!           D. How do you do? 
24. Marry:'' Let me bring something to your party tonight, won't you?'' 
      Laura:''..................'' 
A. Sorry I've ready had plan for tonight.   B. In my opinion, you are correct. 
C. That really surprises me.     D. It's enough just to have you come. 
Choose the word or pharse that best complete sentence of subtitutes for the underline word of pharse. 
25. We wish them every …………in their new life. 
A. happy   B. happily  C. happiness   D. unhappy 
26. The lighting in the room is functional as well as …………….. 
A. decorative.   B. decoration  C. to decorate   D. decorated 
27. I had no ________ a place to live. In fact it was surprising easy. 
A. difficulty to find      B. difficulty finding 
C. difficulty when I find    D. difficulty while finding 
28. We are going to have my house _______ tomorrow morning. 
A. paint    B. painting   C. painted    D. to be painted 
29. Are you sure you told me about the party? I don't recall _______ about it. 
A. having told       B. to have told     C. to have been told   D. having been told    
30. I meant to get up early but I forgot _______ up my alarm clock. 
. wind     B. to wind   C. wind      D. wound 
31. We tried to make a _______ of our situation, but it wasn't funny. 
A. joke    B. trick   C. tension    D. risk 
32. They held a concert to mark the _______  of Mozart's death.  
A. occasion    B. anniversary  C. situation    D. remembrance 

---The-end--- 
 
 

UNIT 4  
I. Writing (2ps) 
Write the sentences, using the following cues. 
1. we/ would/ like/express/ our/ thanks/ donation. →…………………………………... 
2. you/ provide/please/me/your /phone/ number/ ?→ ……………………………………. 
Rewrite the sentences without changing original meanings, using the words given.  
1. “No, I didn’t break the window” said the boy. 
   The boy denied ………………………………………………….. 
2. My children finished their homework, then they went to bed 
    Having ……………………………………………………………………….. 
 
II. Multiple choices (8ps) 
1. Choose the word with the different pronunciation of the underlined part. 
 A. who   B. wheel  C. whale  D. ward 
2. Choose the word with the different pronunciation of the underlined part. 
 A. youth  B. university  C. join   D. young 
3. Choose the word with the different stress pattern. 
 A. orphanage  B. gratitude   C. participant   D. hospital 
4. Choose the word with the different stress pattern. 
 A. spirit  B. martyr   C. receipt  D. issue 
5. Choose the best question for the following situation. 
    You want to ask your friend’s opinion of someone, you say: 
 A. What do you think about him/ her? B. What do you feel about him/ her? 
 C. How do you think about him/ her?  D. How do you feel about him/ her?  
6. Choose the best answer for the following situation. 
The volunteers came to your village to help you rebuild your house after the storm, you want to thank them, you 
say: 
 A. We are very glad about your help.  B. Thank you very much for your rebuilding my house. 
 C. We are very pleased to have your help. D. You’re welcome. Thanks for your rebuilding my house. 
7. Choose the underlined word or phrase in the sentence that needs correcting. 
  I never forget (A) taking (being taken) to the cinema (B) and the theatre (C) on weekends when I (D) was a child. 
8. Choose the underlined word in the sentence that needs correcting. 
     What are the (A) rewards (B) of helping (C) disadvantage (disadvantaged) or (D) handicapped children? 
9. Choose the option which has the NEAREST meaning with the underlined words. 
    A bank has promised a donation of $24 million toward the disaster fund.  
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a. connection  b. addition  c. contribution  d. provision   
10. Choose the option which has the NEAREST meaning with the underlined words. 
      It is difficult for handicapped children to integrate and study with other children. 

A. disadvantaged B. advantaged   C. disabled  D. abled 
11. Choose the option which has the OPPOSITE meaning with the underlined words. 
      Many volunteers offer to teach children in remote area during the summer vocation. 
 A. isolated  B. far away  C. close  D. next to 
12. Choose the option which has the OPPOSITE meaning with the underlined words. 
      He was bitterly disappointed to end the fundraising program with only two local donors. 
 A. extremely happy B. less happy   C. much angry  D. less angry 
13. Let’s …………money to support charities.    

A. give   B. raise  C. rise   D. take 
14. Orphans are children whose parents passed ………….. .   

A. out   B. by   C. away  D. on 
15. On …………of each activity, you will have to answer some questions. 

A. complete  B. completing  C. completion  D. completely 
16. He took part in this sport …………………with his friends. 
 A. enthusiastic  B. enthusiastically C. enthusiasm  D. enthusiast 
17. As well as ……………..in an office, he used to have a part-time job as a postman. 
 A. working  B. having worked C. to work  D. to be worked 
18. What’s the matter? Don’t you approve of my ……………….so noisily? 
 A. talk   B. talking  C. being talked D. being talking 
19. While …………….for the bus, I began …………….the book ……………from you. 
 A. waiting-reading-borrowed B. waiting-reading-borrow  C. waiting-to read-borrowing D. waited-to read- borrowed 
20. The soldier was punished for ………….to obey his commanding officer’s orders. 

A. being refused B. having refusing C. refused  D. having refused 
21. Choose the correct sentences among A, B, C or D which has the same meaning as the given one. 
      After four years abroad, he returned home as an excellent engineer. 
 A. After he studies for four years abroad, he returned home like an excellent engineer. 

B. After he had studied for four years abroad, he returned home like an excellent engineer. 
C. After he studied for four years abroad, he had returned home as an excellent engineer. 
D. After he has studied for four years abroad, he returned home like an excellent engineer. 

22. Choose the correct phrase among A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 
      Susan accused ……………………. . 
 A. the man next door having stolen her bicycle B. the man next door of having stolen her bicycle 
 C. having stolen her bicycle of the man next door D. having stolen her bicycle 
Choose the best answer to fit each gap. 
The Global Volunteer Network currently has opportunities to aim at (23)………… primary and secondary 
(24)………….. to needy children, and community outreach and counseling with their partner organization in 
Uganda. This provides (25)………. opportunity to experience Uganda life first-hand while working to improve your 
host community. The programs provide counseling, (26)…………. , and education for rural people and orphans in 
small village. The main activities will (27)…………working with local children and youth teaching nursery, primary, 
and vocational education. 
23.  A. to provide  B. providing  C. having provided  D. provided 
24.  A. education  B. teacher  C. studying   D. learn 
25.  A. a   B. an   C. the    D. 0 
26.  A. suffer  B. disadvantages C. diseases   D. care 
27.  A. insist  B. consist  C. attract   D. involve 
  
Read the following passage and choose the best option A, B or C to complete the sentence. 
For anyone who is concerned about ethical issues, working for a charity could be ideal. In UK, there are about 
140,000 charities in total employing nearly 600,000 people and turning over £16 billion or so annually. Although 
most charities are small, there are also substantial organizations that are becoming increasingly business like in the 
way they run. 
Volunteering can be a part-time, full-time or gap year commitment involving activities in the field or in head office for 
a charity. “It is something that people can do in their own time alongside studying and working, which gives people 
an added area of experience,” says Helen Wallis, who manages the Ethical Careers Services. “It’s important for a 
lot of employers because it shows your commitment to the sector and it also helps you get an understanding of 
charities’ work.” Internships are a more organized form of full-time volunteering in which graduates will receive 
expensive or a very small salary. “You can do internships for anything from three months up to two years, 
depending on what you are able to offer. More and more organizations are offering this.” 
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The jobs that need doing in charities include some like administration and information technology (IT) that can be 
found in any business. Roles more specific to the voluntary sector include campaigning, education, project officer 
and the one which many charities are anxious to fill effectively-fund raiser. In small charities, individuals may cover 
a number of different responsibilities, which provides excellent experience. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that 
commitment is required to make a career in the voluntary sector. Perhaps this is not so surprising since tackling the 
problem of society both in the UK and globally is never going to be for the faint-hearted. 
28. The article is from _____________. 
   A. a magazine for the youth    B. a newspaper on labor   C. an economic newspaper    D. a school’s newspaper 
29. The aim of the article is_____________. 
 A. to guide people for more charity work  B. to call the readers for help 
 C. to advertise for a charity organization  D. to inform about the author’s charity work 
30. All of the following are the true about charity work in UK EXCEPT__________. 
      A. In small charities, a person can take several roles.   B. UK is seriously in need of workers as fund-raisers
  
      C. Internship is a form of volunteering.                         D. More and more companies are offering internship. 
31. A commitment in charity sector is needed______________. 
  A. before you start working   B. after working for a short time  C. at any time during a year  D. None of the above 
32. The word “faint-hearted” in the last paragraph is closest in meaning to ____________. 
 A. enthusiastic  B. fearful    C. courageous  D. courteous  

 
 
 

UNIT 6 
I. MULTIPLE CHOICE: (8ms) 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the other 
three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 
Question 1: A. reciting B. spirit C. stimulate D. winner 
Question 2: A. athletics  B. marathon C. faithfully D. smoothly  
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which differs from the other three in the 
position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 
Question 3: A. stimulate B. competition C. disappointed D. opportunity   
Question 4: A. regret B. sculpture  C. result  D. announce  
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the 
following questions. 
Question 5: Her husband objects to (A) her buy (B) the house (C) without the approval (D) of their lawyer.  
Question 6: The (A) referee accused (B) the footballer (C) about (D) playing sarcastically.  
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 
Question 7: It was really             that our school representative lost the final match.  
A. disappoint  B. disappointed  C. disappointing  D. disappointment   
Question 8: With three teams finishing on 40 points, there was no outright                . 
A. win B. winning C. winner D. winnings 
Question 9: There is a fierce              between companies. 
A. contest B. competition C. game D. games  
Question 10: The English competition was               by the Students’ Parents Society.  
A. created B. made C. sponsored D. supposed  
Question 11: Don’t be so disappointed. You need to keep your           up before the competition.  
A. aims B. spirits C. shoes D. actions 
Question 12: Finally, Lance Armstrong admitted            in the Tour de France races.  
A. to cheat B. having cheated C. to have cheated D. that to cheat 
Question 13:              so hard, he was confident to win the competition.  
A. Having trained B. To train C. To have trained D. To have training  
Question 14: Tom regretted              the second-hand car ; it’s useless.  
A. buying B. to buy C. about buying D. bought  
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the 
following exchanges. 

Question 15: - Susan: “Do you feel like going to the stadium this afternoon?” 

      -Mary:  “_________” 
A. I don’t agree. I’m afraid.  B. I feel very bored 
C. You’re welcome.   D. That would be great. 
Question 16: Maria: “ I’m taking my driving test tomorrow”  . Sarah: “_______!”  
A. Good day.       B. Good luck               C. Good time.       D. Good chance 
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Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined 
word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 17: The purpose of the contest is to stimulate the spirit of playing sports among students. 
A. prevent B. rise C. burn D. encourage 
Question 18: The singing competition was sponsored by Students’ Parents Society.  
A. supported  B. assisted  C. organized  D. held  
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined 
word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 19: John, our class monitor, is a very athletic person. He always takes part in sporting events in our 
school.  
A. incredibly energetic  B. quite unhealthy C. quite beneficial D.extremely challenging 
Question 20: This contest is not for industrious people. Only the most hard-working contestants can win the prize.  
A. unhealthy B. lazy C. eloquent D. prestigious 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to the following 
question. 
Question 21: “You mustn’t park your car here.” Paul said to her friend. 
A. Paula warned her friend to park his car here. 
B. Paula warned her friend not park his car there.  
C. Paula warned her friend not to park his car there. 
D. Paula allowed her friend to park his car there.  
Question 23: My father often said to me, “ Good for you! It’s good to be independent” 
A. My father told me never to depend on any other person. 
B. My father warned me not to depend on the others. 
C. My father encouraged me to be independent. 
D. My father taught that being independent is a good quality.  
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 
each of the questions from 23 to 27. 
 Many kinds of drugs are used by athletes competing in sports all over the world. Some are used to build 
muscles or to give the athlete extra energy. Others kill the pain of injures or calm nerves. Many are illegal and 
dangerous. 
 Taking substances to improve sports performance is not new. Athletes in ancient Egypt drank a special mixture 
to make them winners. The winner of the 200 meters at the Olympic Games of 668 BC in ancient Greece used a 
special diet. 
 What kinds of drugs are used by some people in sports? Anabolic steroids are like male hormones. “Anabolic” 
means “to build up” – in this case to build up muscles. Body-builders used anabolic steroids in order to look good in 
competitions. Stimulants make you feel more aggressive. They are officially banned in sport, but amphetamines have 
been abused by cyclists, who need lots of stamina, and cocaine has been used by basketballers and footballers to 
make them more competitive. 
 Because of the health risks and the regular tests, some athletes are looking for new ways of cheating. These 
include natural substances that have the same effect as man-made drugs and taking extra blood a few days before 
competition. 
 All of these things can cause serve health problems including liver cancer, heart disease, and even death. And 
yet athletes still abuse their bodies. Some of them will be paying a very high price for winning.  
 Question 23: According to the first paragraph, which of the following is NOT an effect of using drugs? 
    A. To build muscles. 
 B. To get extra energy. 
 C. To kill pain. 
 D. To increase speed.  
Question 24: What is the main idea of paragraph 2? 
 A. Types of drugs in ancient sports. 
 B. History of using drugs in sports. 
 C. Winners of ancient Olympic Games. 
 D. How to improve performance in ancient sports.  
Question 25: Besides body-building, in which sport people might need to take Anabolic steroids?                 
 A. Boxing 
 B. Chess 
 C. Shooting 
 D. Yoga 
Question 26: The disadvantages of using drugs in sports are mentioned in                 . 
 A. Paragraph 2 
 B. Paragraph 3 
 C. Paragraph 4 
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    D. Paragraph 5 
Question 27: The word “ these” in paragraph 4 refers to              . 
 A. health risks 
 B. regular tests 
 C. new ways of cheating 
 D. athletes  
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct word or 
phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 28 to 32. 
      Olympic Games are the most important international athletic competition in the world. The Olympics bring 
together thousands of the world’s finest athletes to compete against (28)       in a variety of individual and team 
sports. Millions of people have attended the Games and more than one billion people throughout the world (29)            
the Olympics on television. 
         The 2000 Summer Games in Sydney, Australia , were the largest in the Olympic history, with athletes (30)             
for medals in 300 events. Drug problems continued to cast a cloud over the Games. Several athletes were 
disqualified for taking illegal drugs, including some athletes  
(31)                           gave up medals after failing drug tests. Stars of the Games included Marion Jones of the 
United States in track and field, Australian (32)        Ian Thorpe, Chinese diver Fu Mingxia and cyclist Leontien 
Ziljaard of the Netherlands.  
Question 28: A. the other  B. one another C. other D. others 
Question 29: A. watching B. to watch C. watch D. watched  
Question 30: A. competing B. to complete C. compete D. competed 
Question 31: A. who B. whose C. which D. whom 
Question 32: A. swimmer B. swimming C. swim D. swims 
II. WRITING  
Change the following sentences into reported speech, using to-V or Gerund after reporting verbs 
1. They said,” We don’t want a factory built in this residential area” 

 They objected to ……………………………….. 
2. I said “ You mustn’t forget your ID card.” 

 I reminded ………………………………………………….. 
Write correct sentences with the words given. 
3. He / admitted / not / see / me / hit / my classmates. 
……………………………………………………………………. 
4. Be / disqualified / three times / he / finally / win / contest / this year.  
…………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
 
 

UNIT 7  
A. MULTIPLE CHOICE:  
Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 
1. A. decreased   B. used   C. reached   D. developed 
2. A. earth   B. growth  C. although  D. third 
Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from that of the others. 
3. A. expert    B. control   C. limit    D. injury 
4. A. expectedly   B. petroleum  C. available  D. population 
Choose the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting. 
5. Religion is (A) one of the reasons (B) that causes population growth (C) because many religious people (D) do 
not use birth control methods. 
6. (A) Hadn't he (B) resigned, we would have (C) been forced (D) to sack him. 
Choose the best answer (A, B, C, D) to complete the sentences. 
7. The second solution is to provide safe, ______ birth-control methods. 
A. expensive    B. inexpensive   C. expensively   D. inexpensively 
8. Better health care and agriculture have led to rapid population _______. 
A. grow    B. growing   C. grown    D. growth 
9. The rapid growth of population led to an acute _______ of housing. 
A. shortfall    B. shortcut   C. shortcoming   D. shortage 
10. If the level of  VAT is ______this year, small businesses will be affected. 
A. raised    B. risen   C. arisen   D. raising  
11. If you had taken my advice in the first place, we _______ our way now. 
A. would not have lost      B. would not lose C. will not have lost     D. will not lose 
12. I'll give you a lift if it _______. 
A. is raining    B. rained   C. will rain          D. had rained 
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13. My younger sister, Susan _____ a novel until she was ten. 
A. never reads                    B. was never reading      C. has never read          D. never read  
14. It's time governments ___ something to limit population growth.   
A. do     B. did    C. have done  D. will do 
Choose the most suitable response to complete each of the following exchanges. 
15. “I don’t think I can do this.” - “_______________________.” 
A. Oh, come on. Give it a try.      B. Yeah, it’s not easy. C. No, I hope not.          D. Sure, no way! 
16. “Do you mind if I watch TV late tonight?”  -  “______________” 
A. I’d rather not. I have to get up early tomorrow.  B. Please, don’t. I can’t sleep with a TV on. 
C. Yes. You can watch it as long as you want.  D. Yes, you mind. I also want to watch the football match 
tonight.  
Choose the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
17.  The price of petroleum has decreased since last week. 
A. gone down   B. given up  C. let off  D. put away 
18. The government started to implement bird-control programs to the people. 
 A. carry out  B. carry on  C. carry off  D. carry in  
Choose the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
19. People are not properly educated about overpopulation.  
 A. correctly  B. suitably  C. inappropriately  D. incorrectly 
20. Many people believe that having a large family is a form of insurance. 
 A. rely on  B. consider  C. doubt   D. trust 
Choose the correct sentence with the same meaning as the given one. 
21.We/ survive/ unless/ start/ work/ cleaner/ safer/ sources/ energy. 
A. We won't survive if we start working on cleaner, safer sources of energy. 
B. We won't survive unless we start work on cleaner, safer sources of energy. 
C. We will survive unless we start to work cleaner, safer sources of energy. 
D. We won't survive unless we start working on cleaner, safer sources of energy. 
Choose the sentence that best combines each pair of sentences in the following questions.  
22. Most scientists know him well. However, very few ordinary people have heard of him. 
A. He is the only scientist that is not known to the general public. 
B. Not only scientists but also the general public know him as a big name. 
C. Although he is well known to scientists, he is little known to the general public. 
D. Many ordinary people know him better than most scientists do. 
Choose the best answer (A, B, C, D) to complete each gap below. 
 Mexico City is growing quickly. In 1970, the city had about 9 million people. Now it has over 17 million. All 
these people are causing (23) ______ for the city. There are not (24) ______ jobs. Also, there is' not enough 
housing. Large families have to live together in small homes. Many homes do not have water. They do not have 
bathrooms or electricity, (25) ______. The Mexican government is (26) ______ about all these problems. It is 
working hard to make (27) ______ better in the city. 
23. a. problems                b. matters           c. things          d. news 
24. a. much                     b. lack             c. enough           d. many 
25. a. too   b. either  c. neither  d. so 
26. a. worried               b. interested            c. discussed          d. known 
27. a. duration               b. circle                c. live         d. life 
Read the passage carefully, and then choose the correct answer. 
No one knows the limits of population that the earth can support. Thomas Malthus, an English economist, 
developed a theory that became widely accepted in the nineteenth century. He suggested that because the world 
population tended to increase more rapidly than the food supply, a continual strain was exerted upon available 
resources. Malthus cited wars, famines, epidemics, and other diseases as the usual limitations of population 
growth. 
With recent advances in science and technology, including improved agricultural methods and great strides in 
medicine, some of the limiting factors in population growth have been lessened, with obvious results. International 
organizations have put forward several recommendations to alleviate the problem of overpopulation, including an 
increase in food production, general economic development in target areas, and a decrease in birth rate. Most 
experts agree that it will be necessary to combine all three recommendations in an effort to affect a lasting solution. 
28.    It was suggested by Thomas Malthus that _______. 
a. food was in short supply because of population increase 
b. The rapid growth of population led to an acute shortage of natural resources 
c. Rapid population growth put a great strain on available resources 
d. Pressures on natural resources will increase as we face a population explosion 
29.    Which of the following was not mentioned as the usual limitations of population growth? 
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a. wars         b. epidemics   c. famines                                  d. agricultural 
methods 
30.    According to the passage, why has overpopulation been caused? 
a. Improved technology     b. Disasters         c. Scarcity       d. Precaution 
31.    What do most experts recommend in order to solve problems of overpopulation? 
a. Famine and epidemic     b. Economic development and a decline in birth rate 
c. Medical advance and improved agricultural methods d. Conservation of available resources 
32.    Which of the following is not true according to the passage? 
a. The earth has enough resources to support all of its population. 
b. The theory developed by Thomas Malthus was believed by most people in the 19th century. 
c. Medical advance has lessened some of the limiting factors in population growth. 
d. International organizations are seeking a lasting solution to the overpopulation problem. 
 
SECTION B: WRITING (2ms) 
 
Use the word given to rewrite the sentence given.  
1. I’m having a lot of troubles now because I lost my passport last week. 
- If …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2. I used my calculator; otherwise I'd have taken longer. 

 Had ……………………………………………………………… 
Use the words or phrases given to make complete sentences. 
3. although / Third World women / want / have / fewer children, / they / know / no safe way / limit / the size / their 
family. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4. Governments / should / implement / reward / punishment / policies / deal with / problems / overpopulation. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

--- THE END --- 
 

UNIT 8 
 

I. MULTIPLE CHOICE (8ms) 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in pronunciation 
in each of the following questions. 
1. A. exchange  B. children  C. peach  D. machine 
2. A. shrine  B. ripe   C. agrarian  D. polite 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three in the position of primary stress in 
each of the following questions. 
3. A. longevity  B. calendar  C. parade  D. occasion 
4. A. represent  B. exchange  C. receiving  D. prepare 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following questions. 
5. Christmas is (A) also the time (B) for children (C) to receive gifts (D) of parents and relatives. 
6. Agrarian people, who (A) live at farming, depend (B) on the (C) lunar calendar (D) to manage their crops.  
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 
7. in Britain and America, it is _________for everybody to sing “Auld Lang Syne” on New Year’s Eve 
A. tradition  B. traditional  C. traditionally D. traditionalism 
8. During Tet holiday, all areas of amusement and ________ are always  crowded. 
A. entertain  B. entertainment C. entertainer  d. entertaining 
9. On the first day of Tet, children __________ their new clothes and make New Year’s wishes to their parents. 
A. dress up  B. put on  C. try on  D. wear on 
10. The Chinese New Year Festival usually ________ between January 21

st
 and February 19

th
  

A. drops  B. reduces  C. falls   D. decreases 
11. There are two films on TV this evening. Which _________would you prefer to see? 
A. one   B. ones  C. someone  D. anyone 
12. I would like to offer a small reward to _________ who finds my missing dog. 
A. someone  B. anyone  C. no one  D. one 
13. The most effective way of doing this is _________ that was told by the teacher. 
A. one   B. the one  C. ones  D. the ones 
14. He thinks that watching a football match is better than doing __________else. 
A. something  B. nothing  C. everything  D. none 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the following exchanges. 
15. When you meet someone on the first day of New Year, what would you say? 
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A. Congratulation. Happy New Year!  B. Happy New Year! 
C. Happy New Year Day!    D. I wish you have a Happy New Year. 
16. A: “Merry Christmas” B: “_________” 
A. I wish you so  B. Yes, certainly C. Thanks. Same to you.  D. Merry Christmas! 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the 
following questions. 
17. Agrarian people depend on the lunar calendar to prepare for their crop. 
A. gardeners  B. planters  C. farmers  D. highlanders 
18. The whole family usually tries to get together at Christmas. 
A. contact  B. gather  C. relate  D. communicate 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the 
following questions.  
19. Lunar New Year, or TET, is Vietnam’s main holiday. 
A. important  B. serious  C. excited  D. unimportant 
20. Tet is a grand and important occasion in the year. 
A. excited  B. great  C. humble  D. necessary 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each of the following questions.  
21. Everyone was surprised to see Tom leave the party early. 
A. Everyone was surprised at seeing Tom leave the party early. 
B. All people were surprised to see Tom leave the party early. 
C. Everyone was surprised to see Tom come to the party early. 
D. Tom surprised everyone at the party by his early coming. 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair of sentences in the following 
sentences. 
22. Tet’s preparations used to be spread over months. Nowadays the holiday is much shorter. 
A. Although Tet’s preparations used to be spread over months, nowadays the holiday is much shorter. 
B. Tet’s preparations used to be spread over months. But nowadays the holiday is much shorter. 
C. Tet’s preparations used to be spread over months. However, nowadays the holiday is much shorter. 
D. Tet’s preparations used to be spread over months. While nowadays the holiday is much shorter. 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

Tet is a national and (23) ________ festival in Vietnam. It is occasion for every Vietnamese to be reunited to think 
(24)_______ their past activities and hope for good luck in the year to come. 

Before Tet all houses are white washed and (25) ________ with yellow apricot flowers and colorful lanterns. 
Everybody is looking forward to a more favorable life. (26)________ the New Year’s Eve, children are smartly 
dressed. They are hoping to receive money put in small red envelopes as they are wishing longevity to their 
grandparents and parents. Wrong doings (27)________ be absolutely avoided on these days. 
23. A. traditional  B. modern   C. music   D. summer 
24. A. about   B. to    C. after   D. for 
25. A. decorate  B. decorates   C. decorating   D. decorated 
26. A. In   B. At    C. On    D. When 
27. A. should   B. need   C. ought   D. have 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions. 
In Viet Nam, there is great excitement built up well before Tet Nguyen Dan. First, every family organizes a trip to the 
cemetery to visit the graves of their ancestor. After that, to create an air of prosperity, wealth and fun for the first 
three days of the Lunar New Year, people are kept busy cooking traditional foods, buying gifts, and making other 
preparations. 
Certain items deemed to be bought or made are banh chung, dried watermelon seeds, tea, dried sausages, fruit 
(fresh and candied), ornamental plants and flowers. Red and yellow flowers are ideal as they make the house more 
welcoming. On the New Year's days, only good comments and wishes can be expressed. Children receive their Ii xi 
(or red envelopes with lucky money inside). People make a visit to family members, neighbors, and close 
friends. And people who live apart from their family try to get together on these days. 
Clearly enough, games and various forms of entertainment are staged and these often last a week. Varying 
traditional specialties including wrestling, buffalo fighting, dragon or unicorn dancing take place in different regions. 
28. Before Tet, people usually _________. 
A. are very busy with the preparations  B. have great excitement and fun 
C. rebuild their ancestral graves   D. spend time on traveling 
29. Which of the following, according to the passage, is not usually eaten during Tet? 
A. candied ginger   B. sausages   C. watermelon   D. beef stew 
30. Why are red and yellow flowers popular in decorating the house at Tet? 
A. Because they are friendly and pleasant.  B. Because they make the house look comfortable to be in. 
C. Because they represent good luck.   D. Because they are attractive and cheap. 
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31. On the New Year's days, _________. 
A. people are busy cooking traditional foods  B. everybody receives their 'lucky money' 
C. only good comments can be made   D. houses are cleaned and decorated with trees and flowers 
32. Which of the following is not mentioned in the passage? 
A. Tet is period of concord and hope.   B. Tet is a sort of bond that ties the living and the dead. 
C. Tet is a great season of joy and of entertainment. D. Tet is an occasion for a family reunion. 
 
II. WRITING 
Rewrite each sentence, beginning as shown, so that it has a similar meaning to the first one. 
Bob couldn’t hear what the teacher was saying (something) 
The teacher…………………………………………………………………. 
We think his best poems are his early poems 
We think his best poems are the ones………………………………………. 
Build the sentences with the given cues 
Tet holiday / people often visit relatives / friends / go / pagoda / pray / luck / happiness. 
Children / say / best wishes / adults / give / lucky money. 

 
 


